Pacific Northwest Native Freshwater Mussel Workgroup
March 22, 2018 10:00-12:00 Pacific Time
Call-in details: dial (712) 432-0220; enter the access code 982468# when prompted. Please announce
your name/affiliation when you join.
Meeting Agenda
1. Emilie Blevins, Xerces Society— welcome and introductions
2. Matthew Patterson, USFWS NCTC— announcements of upcoming mussel training courses at the
National Conservation Training Center and interest in future PNW courses
3. Doug Nemeth, USFWS Idaho— western pearlshell temperature research
4. Beth Glidewell, CTUIR— update on FMCS mussel disease workshop
5. Celeste Searles Mazzacano, CASM Environmental— update on potential for FMCS regional
chapters
6. Emilie Blevins, Xerces Society— updates from workgroup members on upcoming
meetings/workshops/volunteer needs?

Attendees: Emilie Blevins, Xerces Society; Joel Sauder, IDFG; Keith Hatch, Bureau of Indian Affairs; Kevin
Aitkin, USFWS; Laura Guderyahn, City of Portland; Al Smith, ODFW retired; Ann Gannam, USFWS; Amy
Thompson, USFWS; Beth Glidewell, CTUIR; Celeste Searles Mazzacano, CASM Environmental; Christine
O’Brien, Browns River Consulting; Cynthia Tait, USFS; Doug Nemeth, USFWS; Liz Bockstiegel, WDFW;
Matthew Patterson, USFWS; Michele Weaver, ODFW; Michelle Anderson, University of Montana
Western; Patty Morrison, USFWS retired; Ron Constable, ODFW; Travis Williams, Willamette
Riverkeeper; Jen Poirier, USFWS.

Call Notes
Mussel Training Courses from NCTC Staff:
Upcoming courses include: CSP 1103 Freshwater Mussel Identification (eastern species) June 25-29; CSP
1102 Freshwater Mussel Propagation for Restoration September 24-28, CSP 1101 Conservation Biology
of Freshwater Mussels August 6-19. All courses are held in Shepherdstown, WV at the National
Conservation Training Center. Tuition is covered for FWS, NPS, and BLM staff. Tuition cost of $1195 for
other attendees. Matthew shared flyers for each of these courses with the mussel listserve.
Possible future mussel courses: Following the FMCS mollusk health and disease workshop last week,
there may be a future NCTC course covering these topics, similar to an existing fish health course. There
may also be development of a course (possibly online) for content based on the AFS special publication
Investigation and Monetary Values of Fish and Freshwater Mollusk Kills
(https://fisheries.org/bookstore/all-titles/special-publications/51035p/). Stay tuned.
Potential for mussel courses to be held in the West: Matthew asked whether there might be interest in
courses being hosted in the West. A minimum of 20 attendees would be needed, and if participants
provided in-kind support, there might also be a tuition voucher. Potential to host the Conservation

Biology or Propagation course. If interested in attending a workshop, please let Matthew know which
course and how many people you know would attend so he can assess whether to look at hosting one
in the region.

Recent USFWS Mussel Work and Research from the Idaho Fish and Wildlife Conservation Office
Doug Nemeth of USFWS IFWO shared information on a multi-agency western pearlshell translocation
event last year at Lolo Creek in Idaho. Doug’s poster describing this work was shared with the listserve
following the call. A channelized portion of the stream was going to be dewatered, so partners
undertook a study before mussels were translocated. They found mussels were stratified by size and
noticed that abundance of mussels on the substrate surface appeared temperature dependent, possibly
also flow. They were able to PIT tag some animals.
Based on their findings, Doug is partnering with Ann Gannam from Abernethy FWS fish technology
center to develop a behavioral study looking at burrowing depth of western pearlshell in response to
varying temperatures and flow rates. One aspect of the study may be to look at differences in mussels
that have evolved with or without the presence of anchor ice. Preliminary results show that mussels
may be buried deeper than 13-14 inches in gravel, and the study will look at this further.
Additionally, they will be looking at distribution and density of mussels in the Clearwater (lower, middle,
upper reaches). They have mapped 3rd-5th order streams, starting at mouths and working upstream
looking for presence absence, density, species, applying pit tags to some, and testing use of an
underwater boat-mounted video cameras in mainstem rivers (Clearwater or Snake). Ann Gannam
requested information on the behavior of western pearlshell or other feedback from workgroup
members on how to conduct the project or improve methods based on past work. Please follow up with
Ann and Doug if you are aware of any relevant research or have suggestions for their research project.
Cynthia Tait asked if they seeing western ridged mussels during surveys. Doug said they have only seen
western pearlshell but have looked at a small portion of one waterbody (Lolo Creek)
Matthew asked about the camera setup for mainstem surveys. Doug described it as consisting of a jet
boat with torpedo weights that attach to cable and camera (see photos at the end of the minutes).
Matthew and others expressed an interest in learning later whether this method was successful for
finding mussels. The boat setup was made in-house and the camera works on infrared.
Doug asked about Xerces’ potential mussel workshop to be hosted in Idaho. Cynthia said that USFS staff
in Idaho would be interested. Content could be recorded for a webinar at the same time. Stay tuned.

FMCS Mollusk Health and Disease Workshop
Beth Glidewell filled the workgroup in on topics covered at the FMCS workshop. It was divided into two
units covering both the state of science and a review of tools and approaches for freshwater mollusk
health. There was a day and a half of small group sessions covering wildlife risk assessment evaluations,
a lab section with hands on dissection and review of histologic samples of parasites, and a section that
reviewed studied of die offs and reporting tools. Beth noted it has been more than 30 years since they

last hosted a workshop covering this topic in detail, so they also covered what advances had been made
since. A major topic covered what can be considered baseline conditions of mollusk health to help
define normal vs disease states. There was an overview of bacteriology, virology, marine mollusk
evaluation techniques (human health and food nexus), what tools are available (omics!), and some of
the hemolymph and fatty acid and stable isotope methods.
There were presentations about risk assessments [University of Minnesota College of Veterinary
Medicine- Risk Analysis Unit https://www.cahfs.umn.edu/risk-analysis-service] and the IUCN risk
assessment protocol was discussed [ICUN Wildlife DRA Manual] during a small group session.
A summary of collected information about die-offs and discussion of die-off reporting: spills and kills vs
enigmatic long-term, and organization of reported information and die-off information tracking
[Minnesota Aquatic Invasive Species Research Center https://www.maisrc.umn.edu/]. The workshop
was useful for identifying top priorities for moving forward. Next steps could be to put together an
action plan for response, such as how to preserve and store tissue.
Celeste mentioned that there was apparently double the number of attendees at other workshops by
FMCS (=120-130 total), which shows there is much interest in this topic.

Potential FMCS Regional Chapters and the PNW Mussel Workgroup
Celeste gave an overview of potential FMCS regional chapters. Cynthia asked about the advantages of
becoming a regional chapter. Celeste described the rationale for forming FMCS regional chapters,
including the size of the PNW workgroup, the increasing overlap with FMCS, and the potential for
organizing as chapters (easier than forming a nonprofit). Celeste had presented on this to the FMCS
board last December (published in most recent Ellipsaria). As a result, Greg Cope, Art Bogan, and Celeste
formed a subcommittee to research other similar organizations with chapters (SOP, templates), and
determined this looked like a good approach. Some European members are similarly interested in the
idea. The FMCS board is supportive but will need to approve the formation and then allow FMCS
members to vote. More information will be included in the next Ellipsaria. However, it looks like the
PNW group would still need to have nonprofit status to be a regional chapter of FMCS. There would also
an expectation that board members of our workgroup would be members of FMCS and provide
committee service (similar model to other regional chapters of organizations). Members of our
workgroup do not necessarily need to be members of FMCS under this model, though.
Note: the next FMCS annual meeting is in San Antonio in 2019. If we want to host 2021, someone will
need to attend that meeting and represent us. Beth asked: Of the workgroup, how many are FMCS
members? (We don’t know, though Beth, Celeste, Al, and Emilie are all members. Others?). Beth
brought up differences in membership and goals of the two groups, which might not be a 1:1 match
with our current model.

Other Events and Publications
Al mentioned the forthcoming international FMCS symposium in Italy. Beth also mentioned the
Margaritifera culture conference in Luxembourg.

Emilie brought up two upcoming mussel BMP workshops planned for the Willamette Basin. Dates are
not yet set, and workshops will be free. Another is already planned for June 6 in Prineville. Emilie will
share an announcement about these with the group.
Emilie also mentioned the forthcoming mussel BMP field handbook, with much of the same content as
the longer BMP document but intended for ease of use in the field. If workgroup members would like to
share any thoughts on additional BMPs to include or other comments, please get in touch with Emilie.

eDNA Update
Cynthia Tait provided an update on ongoing eDNA work based on a presentation at Utah AFS by Torrey
Rodgers out of Karen Mock’s USU lab. Torrey reported on Anodonta nuttalliana and Margaritifera
primers (complete). They had success with the assays (were able to validate detection in field without
false negatives). Regarding pearlshell, they got a positive hit for the one location we know for them in
Utah. However, western pearlshell appears extirpated in the state otherwise (17 other sites were
negative). They are now working on western ridged mussel markers and will be coming out with
guidelines for eDNA detection methods for these species. Cynthia mentioned that the Salmon Challis NF
in Idaho have western pearlshell and western ridged mussel historic records but are having trouble
finding western ridged mussel. Someone asked about the distance for detection of mussels in
waterbodies using eDNA. Cynthia indicated that it depends but may need to be 50-100m or so for some
populations in running water to detect the animals, since they are likely less detectable than fish. They
have been able to detect Anodonta in ponds. Al asked about the cost to run samples. Currently it is
about $60-70 per sample. Emilie asked about plans to develop assays for invasive unionids yet, but this
is not currently planned.
Photos
Doug Nemeth shared the following photos depicting the boat-mounted camera.
The workgroup meeting adjourned at 11:00 Pacific Time.

Image of the camera unit on the bow. The black camera lens is visible between the two torpedo weights.
Black rollers are mounted on top with the cable for raising and lowering.

Image is a side view showing the camera assemblage affixed to the bow.

GPS track and image of the substrate

This is the camera winch, used to raise and lower the camera, and monitors.

